decade as new intravenous sedative and narcotic agents have made the procedure safer and more comfortable for the patient, allowing for earlier discharge of patients from hospitals and thus decreased hospitalization costs. 10, 34, 36, 40, 57 Nevertheless, there is substantial evidence for the usefulness of MS imaging and its qualitative reliability in the localization of functional areas such as the rolandic cortex. Even details of the human homunculus, as first described by Penfield 41 in 1937, can be mapped using MEG in individual volunteers and patients. 31, 38, 52, 62 The quantitative localization accuracy of MS imaging has not been adequately verified in a larger group of patients, however. In the present study we addressed this issue through spatial comparison of preoperative MS imaging source localizations and intraoperative ECM sites.
Clinical Material and Methods

Patient Population
Between December 1995 and November 2001, a total of 224 patients (128 male and 96 female) harboring supratentorial, intraaxial brain lesions were referred in-house to the Biomagnetic Imaging Laboratory to undergo preoperative MS imaging. Ages of the patients ranged from 13 to 82 years, with a mean age of 42 years. Tumors were located in the left hemisphere in 151 patients, in the right hemisphere in 72, and in both hemispheres in one patient. Some of the patients had been referred to the Department of Neurological Surgery at the University of California at San Francisco by other neurosurgeons because their tumors were located in the vicinity of functionally important cortex and an intraoperative ECM procedure had been deemed necessary to avoid incurring a surgically induced neurological deficit. The patients' diagnoses are listed in Table 1 , showing a wide variety of typical intraaxial neoplastic and nonneoplastic lesions. The miscellaneous lesions group consists of those diagnoses that were encountered only once or twice. Three patients did not undergo surgery as a result of preoperative MS imaging, and thus a histological diagnosis could not be provided. All research procedures were performed in accordance with the University of California at San Francisco Committee on Human Research.
Magnetic Source Imaging
Noninvasive mapping of the somatosensory cortex was achieved using a dual 37-channel biomagnetometer. Magnetoencephalography was usually performed 2 days prior to surgery on an outpatient basis to allow ample time for discussion of the results and implications. The biomagnetometer was housed in a magnetically shielded room constructed from layers of aluminum and -metal, an alloy of extremely high magnetic permeability, designed to occlude extraneous electric and magnetic fields. The room is approximately 4 ϫ 4 ϫ 3 m in dimension, and although it is enclosed, none of our patients experienced claustrophobia. Painless somatosensory stimulation was administered as in previous studies 47, 52, 62 by using a compressed air-driven diaphragm clip (15-20 psi) attached to the fingertips, lips, and toes. Stimulation was consequent to the application of pulses of 30-msec duration; 256 such stimulations were applied at pseudorandom interstimulus intervals of 400 to 600 msec. Epochs of 300-msec duration were collected with a high-pass filter (cutoff 1 Hz) for each stimulus event at a sampling rate of 298 to 1041 Hz, beginning at 150 msec prestimulus to establish baseline activity. Stimuluslocked averaging was used to improve signal-to-noise ratio. The averaged MEG epoch for each detector channel was then digitally filtered with an 8-to 40-Hz passband to exclude high-frequency noise before source modeling.
The SED model was used to identify the presumed neuronal source. Single equivalent dipole modeling based on the spherical head assumption 22, 51 is simplest computationally and proves effective for simple sensory stimuli that elicit focal activity in groups of cortical neurons organized tangentially to the scalp surface, and for early poststimulus neuronal activity. The SED that provided the strongest detected signal and that best satisfied the single dipole model within the poststimulus latency range from 30 to 70 msec was chosen to represent the neuronal source in the final data set. To accept a source localization, solutions were required to show root-mean-square-detected magnetic fields on the order of 50 femtoteslas, data-model correlations with an r greater than 0.98, and a minimal 95% statistical confidence volume.
Registration of the MEG-derived sources with high-resolution anatomical images to form the final MS images was achieved using a triangulation system with fixed receivers and a stylus transmitter placed on external landmarks, such as the nasion and preauricular points, and subsequently identifying these landmarks on 3D MR images. Depending on the number of stimulation sites and paradigms, the entire MEG examination could be performed within 1 to 2 hours, with reconstruction, dipole fitting, MR image overlaying, and filming requiring an additional 1 to 2 hours.
High-resolution MR images were acquired using a 1.5tesla MR imager to provide the necessary anatomical detail for surgical planning and neuronavigation. The protocol typically included the following sequences: 1) a T 1 -weighted, 3D spoiled gradient-recalled echo in a steady state with sequence TR 34 msec, TE 3 to 8 msec, flip angle 30˚, slice thickness 1.5 mm, matrix 256 ϫ 256 ϫ 124, and field of view 260 ϫ 260 mm with skin-to-skin coverage to include the nasion, preauricular points, and external fiducial markers; 2) a T 2 -weighted 3D fast-spin echo sequence with TR 3000 msec, TE 105 msec, slice thickness 1.5 mm, and ma- trix 256 ϫ 256 ϫ (range 108-132); and 3) sagittal T 1weighted and a coronal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery sequences, included for diagnostic purposes. Magnetic resonance images were transferred through the hospital computer network to the MEG workstations, and from there, after fusion with the MEG dipoles, to the workstation of the neuronavigation system in the operating room.
Surgical Procedure, Neuronavigation, and Intraoperative Monitoring
Patients underwent craniotomies while awake in 120 cases (54.3%) and under general anesthesia in 101 cases (45.7%). During the series we performed seven open biopsies and one burr hole biopsy. Awake craniotomies were reserved mainly for those patients who underwent mapping of the language-related cortex in addition to mapping of the motor cortex at its junction with the sylvian fissure. Note that three patients did not undergo surgery.
Neuronavigation was performed using the Stealth Station in 175 patients (79.2%), the Viewing Wand in 33 (14.9%), and two other commercially available systems in five (2.3%); neuronavigation was unavailable or deemed unnecessary in eight cases (3.6%). The navigation system was used to plan a well-centered craniotomy and to expose functional cortical areas as much as needed to achieve a radical but function-preserving resection. The registration accuracy of the Stealth Station was typically approximately 0.8 mm with the use of 10 fiducial points and a subsequent surface merge. As an upper limit of the registration accuracy, we accepted 1.2 mm.
For awake procedures patients were positioned comfortably, with all extremities well padded such that the intended craniotomy and tumor resection could be appropriately performed and the anesthesiologist had an unobstructed view of and easy access to the patient. Patients were secured with pin fixation. A heating blanket was kept on the patient to maintain his or her core temperature to within 1˚C of normal. If the patient's temperature drifted too low, stimulation mapping of the cortex became difficult. A local anesthetic agent consisting of a mixture of lidocaine (0.5%), bupivacaine (0.25%), and epinephrin in bicarbonate solution was applied to the patient's scalp. A continuous propofol infusion was used to maintain a hypnotic state on completion of dural exposure. The patient's head was positioned in a Mayfield headrest and the neuronavigation system was set up. Details on the awake procedures may be found in our previous publications. 6, 34 For patients who did not require language mapping, general anesthesia was maintained using a 70:30% mixture of nitrous oxide/oxygen supplemented with isoflurane (0.25-0.5% end-tidal concentration) and fentanyl (1-4 g/kg). Propofol (0-100 g/kg/min) was administered as a supplement if necessary.
After craniotomy and dural opening, in a majority of cases the cortex was mapped to define the borders of the motor region before tumor resection. We used the Ojemann cortical stimulator with a handheld bipolar electrode that had 5-mm spacing between the tips. It produced a train of square-wave, biphasic pulses of 1-msec duration at a frequency of 60 Hz. The stimulus current required to produce a motor response usually ranged from 2 to 16 mA. The current was increased in 1-to 2-mA increments until a response was obtained (up to a maximum level of 8 mA in the awake patient and 16 mA in the anesthetized patient). Stimulation was applied for approximately 1 second each time. If the expected location of the sensorimotor cortex was at the border of the craniotomy, a strip electrode was inserted subdurally to map the hidden cortex. A multichannel EMG recording was obtained using 12 to 16 subdermal, intramuscular needle electrodes on a Nicolet Viking IV P system or, if unavailable, by using a set up consisting of Grass P511J amplifiers (bandpass 30-1000 Hz) and a six-channel storage oscilloscope. 63 Additionally, the anesthesiologist observed the patient carefully. If the patient was awake, he or she was asked to provide information on sensations, and language capabilities were tested according to a previously described protocol. 6, 40 The somatosensory cortex more readily produced a stimulus response, requiring a less intense electrical current to evoke a response than that used during motor mapping. If movement or EMG activity persisted after removal of the stimulating electrode, cold, lactated Ringer solution was applied to the exposed cortex; if this was insufficient, methohexital was administered to terminate the activity. 50 Depending on the location of the tumor, subcortical stimulation was sometimes used to identify the corona radiata and the internal capsule at the border of the resection area. Before closure of the dura mater, previously marked cortical sites were usually restimulated to confirm the integrity of the motor pathways. Sites at which a positive response could be elicited were marked with a ticket. In a subgroup of patients, the precise cortical surface anatomical location of the site was also recorded using the neuronavigation system by placing the pointer at the site and performing a screen-save operation of the presented axial and coronal MR images, with the location of the pointer itself indicated by superimposed crosshairs.
Magnetic Source Imaging Analysis
Using a neuronavigation system, a total of 201 screen snapshots were acquired intraoperatively in 54 patients and saved for documentation purposes and post hoc analysis. In 43 of these patients, corresponding preoperative MS imaging source localizations and intraoperative mapping sites could be identified. The localization of the crosshair on the neuronavigation system snapshot was visually identified and marked on the corresponding axial MS image, and its x-, y-, and z-coordinates were determined using MRVision software. The coordinates of the center of the corresponding MEG source could be readily identified on the MS images. Reproducibility of this process was within one pixel in both the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions. Because in some cases the neuronavigation system was used to calculate intermediate axial slices, localization precision in the superoinferior direction was half of one slice thickness (0.75 mm). In a second step, a mediolateral projection of the MS imaging source localization to the cortical surface was performed, reducing systematic intermodality discrepancies and thus leading to a 2D point-to-point distance.
A limited number of anatomical sites were stimulated during preoperative MS imaging. Typically, they included digits, toes, and lips. Intraoperative motor responses such as movement of the lip, mouth, jaw, face, tongue, throat, or pharynx were accepted for comparison with somatosensory MS imaging source localization of the corresponding side
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Preoperative magnetic source imaging for brain tumor surgery of the lip. Stimulation-induced movements of the forearm, hand, or singular digits were compared with somatosensory MS imaging source localizations of one of the digits. The closest match for each anatomical area was included in the final analysis, accounting for 38 comparisons in 37 patients.
Similarly, somatosensory sensations of the lip, mouth, tongue, jaw, or throat were accepted for comparison to somatosensory MS imaging source localization of the corresponding side of the lip. Sensations in a single digit or several fingers were compared with somatosensory MS imaging source localizations of one of the digits. Again, the closest match for each anatomical area was included in the final analysis, accounting for 34 comparisons in 28 patients.
A two-tailed t-test was applied to calculate the significance of the observed shift in the anteroposterior direction between somatosensory (MS imaging)-somatosensory (ECM) and somatosensory (MS imaging)-motor (ECM).
In 18 patients, 30 comparisons were possible between two intraoperatively derived mapping points that had elicit-ed exactly the same somatosensory (13 comparisons) or motor (17 comparisons) response. Similar to the intermodality comparison above, the 2D and 3D intramodality displacements were determined to define the extent of the cortex from which a certain movement or sensation could be provoked with the applied ECM method and, in effect, the practical variation in the spatial site location determined using intraoperative ECM.
Sources of Supplies and Equipment
The biomagnetometer (Magnes II) including its software for analysis was acquired from 4D Neuroimaging (San Diego, CA), the Stealth Station Treatment Guidance System from Medtronic Sofamor Danek (Broomfield, CO), and the Viewing Wand from ISG Technologies (Toronto, ON, Canada). The 1.5-tesla MR imager (Signa) was manufactured and regularly upgraded by General Electric Medical Systems (Milwaukee, WI). The Nicolet Viking IV P system FIG. 1. Case 1. This 44-year-old left-handed man had experienced intermittent numbness and tingling in his right upper extremity, face, and right chest during a period of 2 months. He also reported some word-finding difficulties. Preoperative neurological examination was entirely normal. On MR imaging a 4.3 ϫ 3.2-cm, rim-enhancing lesion was demonstrated in the left temporoparietal region. During an awake craniotomy procedure supported by intraoperative ECM (IEM), a gross-total resection of the mass was achieved. No new neurological deficit was incurred, and the patient was discharged from the hospital in a stable condition on the third postoperative day. A: A T 1 -weighted, contrast-enhanced MR image revealing a modeled neuronal source on the margin of the hypointense area of this glioblastoma multiforme located in the left temporoparietal area. The SED modeled source (green square) labeled "Right Lip" corresponds to the site of tactile stimulation of the right side of the lip. The source localization is more superior than expected from anatomy, which is indicative of a displacement due to the pathological mass. Magnetic source imaging localization and intraoperative ECM sites were separated by 12.4 mm (3D) and 5.4 mm (2D) after mediolateral projection. B: Intraoperatively obtained neuronavigation system screen snapshots of one ECM site that elicited sensation in the jaw. The 3D distance between this site and other ECM sites (not shown) was 9.1 and 14.1 mm. Two factors potentially contribute to these findings: 1) the extent of cortical representation of the lip in the postcentral gyrus; and 2) the spread of electrical current from the bipolar stimulation. C: Intraoperatively obtained neuronavigation system screen snapshots of an ECM site that elicited movement of the jaw. This and another ECM site (not shown) were separated by 12.1 mm. Both sites were located one gyrus anterior to the sites eliciting sensation in the jaw (B). was obtained from Nicolet Biomedical (Madison, WI), the amplifiers (Grass P511J) from Grass Instruments/Astro-Med (West Warwick, RI), and the Ojemann cortical stimulator (model OCS-1) from Radionics (Burlington, MA). The MRVision software was acquired from The MRVision Co. (Winchester, MA).
Results
Patient Outcome
For all 221 patients who underwent surgery, the digital hospital records were screened for information on preoperative symptoms and signs and intraoperative mapping success as well as new neurological deficits in the early postoperative period and at discharge. Changes in neurological condition were analyzed separately for sensorimotor function and other neurological deficits such as impairment of language. The condition of the patient was classified as improved, unchanged, having a new transient deficit that was reversed at the time of discharge, having a new deficit that showed considerable improvement during the postoperative period prior to discharge, having new mild deficits, or having new considerable deficits without signs of improvement.
Technical Success of MS Imaging
Noninvasive somatosensory mapping using MEG was more than 97% technically successful with the digits of the hand for both tumor-affected and unaffected hemispheres. Lip localization was possible in more than 90% of cases. More challenging was the localization of somatosensory cortical representation of the toes. Localization was not attempted in 56% of cases, but it was successful in 82% of attempted cases. In all but two patients at least one MS imaging source localization was noted in the hemisphere affected by the tumor. Patients who had undergone previous surgery or exhibited excessive dental amalgam or other metal hardware in their body were prone to more serious artifacts, necessitating exclusion of obviously aberrant MEG channels.
Results of Quantitative Comparison
The quantitative comparison of somatosensory preoperative MS imaging source localizations and intraoperative ECM sites (Fig. 1 ) led to the following results. The 3D distance between somatosensory sites on MS imaging and somatosensory sites on intraoperative ECM was a mean of 20.5 Ϯ 1.5 mm ( Table 2) . The minimum distance observed was 1.5 mm and the maximum distance, 42.2 mm. To eliminate a systematic intermodality discrepancy, a mediolateral projection of the MS imaging source localization was calculated. The consequent 2D distance for the same pair of sites was a mean 12.5 Ϯ 1.3 mm (range 1.5-30.3 mm). The 3D distance between somatosensory sites on MS imaging and motor sites on intraoperative ECM was 22.8 Ϯ 1.6 mm (range 5.3-49.1 mm); the corresponding 2D distance was 19 Ϯ 1.3 mm (4.3-38.4 mm). The mean difference in the anteroposterior direction was 6.7 Ϯ 1.4 mm for somatosensory sites on ECM compared with somatosensory sites on MS imaging, and 12.9 Ϯ 1.7 mm for motor sites on ECM compared with somatosensory sites on MS imaging. Note that MS imaging source localizations were posterior to the ECM sites (Table 3 ). These displacements were systematically different (p Ͻ 0.01). The observed 6.5 mm mean difference in the 2D distance between the two measurement methods can be attributed to the fact that the somatosensory cortex in the postcentral gyrus lies posterior to the motor cortex in the precentral gyrus.
Sites that, when stimulated intraoperatively, elicited exactly the same motor or somatosensory response were located 11.3 Ϯ 0.7 mm (3D) and 10.7 Ϯ 0.7 mm (2D) apart. As expected, 2D and 3D distances were not significantly different from each other (p Ͼ 0.05). And, as might be expected from the principal direction of the rolandic cortex, the major portion (8.7 mm) was in the superoinferior direction.
Electrophysiological Cortical Mapping and Patient Outcome
Intraoperative ECM of the motor cortex was attempted in 170 cases (76.9%), and of these it was successful in 147 (86.5%). Data on early postoperative neurological status and status at discharge from the hospital were available
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Preoperative magnetic source imaging for brain tumor surgery 5 in 201 of 221 patients who underwent surgery. Changes in neurological status with respect to motor and somatosensory function comparing the pre-and postoperative situations are listed in Table 4 . Overall changes in neurological status, taking into account speech and language deficits and visual field defects, are shown in Table 5 . Eighty-one percent of the patients in this series left the hospital in an unchanged or even an improved condition despite the radical tumor resection strategy. Patients were usually discharged 3 to 5 days after surgery. Within this early postoperative period, 23 patients (11.4%) showed considerable improvement in their new deficit. Many of them were expected to return to full neurological function within the rehabilitation phase to follow. In only six patients (3%), a new considerable deficit was incurred that showed no sign of improvement in the early postoperative period (that is, by the time of discharge from the hospital). The extent of resection was documented on early postoperative MR images acquired usually within the first 48 hours after surgery. Comparing operative and neu-roradiological reports, a gross-total resection of the enhancing tumor mass for enhancing lesions and of the hyperintense area on T 2 -weighted images for nonenhancing lesions was almost always achieved when intended. Typically, any residual tumor was found on images in the area that had been left untouched during surgery because intraoperative ECM demonstrated involvement of functional cortex or subcortical pathways.
Of the 224 patients who were referred for preoperative MS imaging, three (1.3%) did not undergo surgery and eight (3.6%) were selected for a biopsy procedure.
Discussion
The main finding of this study was that MS imaging provides accurate localization of the somatosensory cortex during neurosurgical planning in patients with critically located brain tumors, with a mean distance to ECM stimulation sites of 12.5 mm. Corresponding motor cortex sites were found at a mean distance of 19 mm, with the additional 6.5 mm difference in distance attributable mainly to the more anterior localization of the precentral (motor) gyrus compared with the postcentral (somatosensory) gyrus. Given the observation that multiple stimulation sites (mean separation 10.7 mm) led to the same intraoperative responses, the discrepancy between MS imaging and ECM appears comparable to the magnitude of the uncertainty of each individual method.
Technical Aspects of MS Imaging
In a clinical setting, it is important to achieve a reasonable compromise between mapping all parts of the somatosensory homunculus and applying a protocol that is of sufficiently short duration and subjectively tolerable to achieve good patient compliance. Stimulating the lips, fingers, and toes and recording over both hemispheres spans most of the homunculus, includes the most robust sources of neuronal activity, and limits the undertaking to a period of 1 to 2 hours of somatosensory MEG mapping. We confirmed the finding of Nakamura, et al., 38 that from this chosen set of stimuli, source localizations of the fingers were readily identified in more than 97% of cases and those of toes were least reliably mapped (82%). Nakamura, et al., mapped the complete somatosensory homunculus in healthy volunteers and described even more difficulties in localizing the cortical representation of other body parts, for example, the forearm, knee, or ankle.
In this report we restricted comparisons to somatosen- Motor organization can be studied using MEG by recording voluntary finger motion; however, MEG responses to motor task performance present an extraordinary challenge to SED modeling. A fraction of patients from the present study population underwent an additional hand motor task (unpublished data). In accordance with earlier findings, 58 the motor data were generally not as reproducible or precisely located as the somatosensory mapping data. Additionally, in patients presenting with a motor deficit, an MEG of motor responses might not technically be feasible in as many as 21% of cases. 29 In conclusion, for presurgical evaluation of our clinical population, we adopted the more robust method of somatosensory MS mapping and made inferences about the location of motor cortex based on knowledge of somatosensory localization.
Accuracy and Precision of MS Imaging
The accuracy of MS imaging is dependent on a number of factors, including the sensitivity to certain components of the magnetic field, the cortical area activated by a stimulus applied to the somatosensory region, and the registration accuracy when overlaying MEG source localizations on MR images. Finally, the use of MS imaging data from a neuronavigation system confers additional sources of error during clinical application.
Practically, this recording property optimizes MEGbased detection of sources that are located in the bank of a gyrus in the depth of a sulcus, while minimizing sensitivity to sources in the tips of that gyrus. Intraoperative ECM, conversely, elicits sites at the brain surface. Thus, a direct 3D correlation of MS imaging source localizations and ECM sites leads to a systematic intermodality discrepancy mediolaterally. Therefore, in previous studies a variety of stratifying projection techniques have been used. 20, 33, 47 It has been estimated that at least 30,000 neurons must be simultaneously activated for current biomagnetometers to detect resulting fields. 59 Nakamura, et al., 38 calculated that the primary somatosensory cortex area activated by stimulating the thumb and lower lip would be 93 and 68 mm 2 , respectively. These values were based on a hypothesis put forward by Chapman, et al., 9 that a dipole moment of 10 nAm corresponded to 40 mm 2 of active cortex. Linear 3D distances between the neuronal sources of the thumb and the little finger were found to lie 1.1 to 2 cm apart. 23, 37, 38 The spatial resolution of MEG depends additionally on the depth of the neuronal source. 46 Repeated trials in a healthy volunteer demonstrated the reproducibility of MS imaging somatosensory localizations with a test-retest repeatability of 6.7 mm for one standard deviation. 16 Integrating the image data set into a neuronavigation system further influences the intraoperative localization accuracy of MS imaging. Typically, the mean localization error of the navigation system ranges between 1.5 and 4 mm. 19, 21, 54 At the time of dural opening an additional error on the order of 5 mm can be expected due to brain shift. 12 
Comparison of MS Imaging and Intraoperative ECM
One of the main goals of preoperative functional mapping of the somatosensory cortex is accurate localization of the central sulcus with respect to a space-occupying, intraaxial lesion. Correlations between the displayed functional neuronal sources and anatomical landmarks are helpful to check the validity of the MS imaging localization if discrimination of the landmarks is possible on high-resolution MR images. In patients harboring brain tumors encroaching on the rolandic cortex, the anatomy has often been seen to be considerably distorted. A preoperative MR imagingbased definition of the central sulcus, for example, can be hampered in as many as half of the cases. 25, 29, 47 Intraoperative ECM has been recognized as the surgical gold standard for preserving neurological function while operating in the vicinity of functional cortical and subcortical pathways. [5] [6] [7] 30, 40, 61 Therefore, noninvasive functional mapping procedures are usually compared with intraoperative ECM to validate their accuracy. There have been several studies in which authors focused on the qualitative comparison of intraoperative ECM to functional MR imaging 14, 26, 32, 42, 43, 49, 53, 54, 56 and to MS imaging. 19, 20, 35, 45 To the best of our knowledge, however, a direct quantitative comparison of ECM sites and MS imaging source localizations in a larger group of patients has not yet been published. McDonald and colleagues 35 proposed such a quantitative correlation across mapping modalities and presented a couple of instructive cases. In five patients, Mäkelä, et al., 33 measured nine distances between corresponding MS imaging source localizations and intraoperative ECM sites. In a 3D model, they projected the MS imaging source localization to the surface of the corresponding gyrus. The localization of the ECM site was captured on an intraoperative photograph for postoperative comparison. The mean distance between the MS imaging source localization and the site producing a sensory response during cortical stimulation was 8 mm, and the distance between the MS imaging source localization and the somatosensory evoked potential grid electrode was 10 mm. Ganslandt, et al., 20 verified that the use of MS imaging could help correctly to identify the central sulcus within an error margin of approximately 6 mm. They projected one of the MEG dipole source localizations in a two-step procedure onto the central sulcus and then measured the distance to a point derived from a somatosensory evoked potential phase reversal. For comparison, note that Roux, et al., 48 found in a series of 12 patients a mean distance of 7.4 mm between the epicenters of the activated area on functional MR imaging and the area found on performing intraoperative ECM. In a set of five patients, Yousry, et al., 64 reported that the distance between sites on functional MR imaging and those on intraoperative ECM to be less than 10 mm.
In our study, we found a slightly larger mean distance than has been reported in the aforementioned smaller stud-
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Preoperative magnetic source imaging for brain tumor surgery 7 First, we retrospectively compared a broad spectrum of motor and somatosensory responses elicited on intraoperative ECM to the MS imaging source localization that matched the anatomical region best. Limitations to a more exhaustive and site-specific comparison included the need for both a standardized, time-efficient, presurgical mapping protocol and the restricted access to cortex during tumor surgery in which the craniotomy was centered to expose primarily the tumor location and the directly adjacent functional cortex. Second, we did not project the MS imaging source localization in a complex 3D model onto the surface, but used the more straightforward mediolateral projection technique, neglecting the anterolateral to the posteromedial course of the central sulcus ( Fig. 2) and thus risking the possibility of a small but nonnegligible negative bias in an anteroposterior direction in our comparisons. As such, our estimate of a 12.5-mm displacement between MS imaging and ECM sites may in fact exceed the magnitude of the discrepancy. In fact, it is impossible to identify in all cases the course of the central sulcus, because of the mass effect of a lesion. Third, using a neuronavigation system and screen snapshots for documentation purposes, the much-discussed brain shift problem and the neuronavigation system's registration error were imported into the final equation of distance measurement. Although this factor increased the determined displacement figure, it also offered a more realistic perspective, because making optimal use of preoperative functional mapping data involves incorporating them into the neuronavigation system despite the additional spatial uncertainty incurred. Last, but not least, the intraoperative ECM process itself, during which a bipolar stimulation electrode with 5-mm-spaced tips was used, led to the same responses from stimulation sites an average of 11.3 mm apart. The major portion of this distance (8.7 mm) was in the superoinferior direction, as expected from the main course of the rolandic cortex. In the anteroposterior direction a displacement of 4.8 mm was observed. These findings are in accordance with the widths of the precentral and postcentral gyri, which have been determined from 3D surface reconstructions to be approximately 10 Ϯ 5 and 7 Ϯ 3 mm, respectively. 33 Given the various contributions to uncertainty in localization comparisons between MS imaging and intraoperative ECM, a distinction must be made between random errors and systematic bias. In fact, the only known systematic displacement in this study is revealed in the two comparisons between somatosensory MS imaging and intraoperative somatosensory mapping and intraoperative motor mapping. In this case, the mean displacement difference was 6.5 mm in the anteroposterior direction (across the central sulcus). Note that this 6.5 mm systematic displacement is resolved to be of statistical significance within the data of this group; that is, the MS imaging and ECM methodologies compared within this study do indeed have the ability to resolve a systematic effect on the order of 6.5 mm, despite intrinsic uncertainties associated with the individual methods. It is tempting to speculate that such a systematic bias can indeed be compensated for in subsequent studies in which researchers compare somatosensory MS imaging with intraoperative motor mapping by, for example, simply incorporating an estimated 6.5 mm anteroposterior localization shift.
In summary, an MS imaging source localization accuracy of 12.5 mm seems to be a reasonable starting point in the preoperative planning of surgical approaches, resection strategies, and treatment options. At this point, MS imaging should be considered as an aid or adjunct to intraoperative electrophysiological measurements. In addition, in the present group of patients with tumors, the intraoperative subcortical mapping of motor pathways often led to restricting the extent of resection (Fig. 2) ; thus, we see the next complementary step in preoperative functional imaging as the incorporation of diffusion tensor images, or another method of assessing white matter fibers, into a patient's volume data set to define motor and possibly other subcortical pathways. 
Conclusions
In conclusion, MS imaging can be considered a valuable and quantitatively accurate planning adjunct in the treatment of patients with intraaxial brain tumors. The use of MS imaging can facilitate clinical decision making by helping to identify patients in whom a safe resection of the intraaxial tumor cannot be accomplished. Furthermore, it can serve as an intraoperative road map for ECM. The combination of preoperative MS imaging and intraoperative ECM allows a radical resection of tumors in highly important functional brain areas with a favorable surgical outcome in the patient.
